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Using a class of polynomials that generalizes Legendre polyno-

mials, we unify previous works of E. A. Rukhadze, A. K. Du-

bitskas, M. Hata, D. V. and G. V. Chudnovsky about irrationality

measures of log 2 and �/
p

3.

1. INTRODUCTIONA usual way to estimate the quality of approxima-tion of a real number x by a rational number p=q isto compare the quantity jx�p=qj to negative powersof the denominator q. More precisely:
Definition 1.1. Let x and � be real numbers. We saythat � is an irrationality measure of x if for all " > 0there exists C(") 2 R + such that���x� pq ��� � C(")q�+" :for any integer p and any positive integer q. If theconstant C(") can be computed e�ectively, we saythat � is an e�ective irrationality measure of x.This article deals with irrationality measures of thetranscendental numbers �=p3 and log(1�r=s), withr 2 N , s 2 Z n f0g and r=s 2 [�1; 1[.Rukhadze [1987], considering the class of polyno-mialsRn;m;m0(z) = 1(n�m0)!�zn+m�m0(1� z)n�(n�m0)

= nXj=0(�1)j�nj ��n+m�m0+jn�m0 �zm+j ;
where n;m;m0 2 N and n � m0, obtained an irra-tionality measure of log 2:�(log 2) = 3:893:(If �0 is an irrationality measure of x we looselywrite �(x) = �0, though any real number exceeding
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�0 is also an irrationality measure of x.) In fact,Rukhadze's result gives the better value�(log 2) = 3:8913997 : : : ;but the numerical computations in her paper lackedsu�cient accuracy. Dubitskas [1987] used the samepolynomials to compute an irrationality measure of�=p3 equal to 5:52. With another class of approxi-mants, M. Hata [1990] obtained�(log 2) = 3:8913997 : : : ;�(�=p3) = 5:0874626 : : : :He used the polynomials Hn;m;m0(z) de�ned by1(n+m�m0)! (zn�m0(1� z)n+m)(n+m�m0)
= nXj=0(�1)m+j�n+mm+j ��n+m�m0+jn+m�m0 �zj ;with n;m;m0 2 N and n � m0.A. Heimonen, T. Matala-Aho and Keijo V�a�an�a-nen [Heimonen et al. 1993; 1994] considered irra-tionality measures of values of Gauss hypergeomet-ric functions2F1�1; bc ; z� = +1Xn=0 (b)n(c)n zn;where b; c 6= 0;�1;�2; : : : are rational parametersand(b)0 = 1;(b)n = b(b+1)(b+2) � � � (b+n�1) for n 2 N n f0g:The �rst of these papers used the polynomialsRn;m;m0 to compute irrationality measures of thenumbers log(1 � r=s) with r 2 N and s 2 Z n f0gsuch that r=s 2 [�1; 1[| thus generalizing part of[Rukhadze 1987]|while the second paper consid-ered Jacobi type polynomials to obtain irrationalitymeasures of �=p3. In the last situation, the Jacobitype polynomials used were linked to the polynomi-als Hn;m;m0 .Finally, D. V. and G. V. Chudnovsky announcedwithout proof [Chudnovsky and Chudnovsky 1993]that �(log 2) = 3:87 and �(�=p3) = 4:96;these values being computed using the class of poly-nomials Cn;m(z) = 1m! (Ln(z))(m);

where Ln(z) = 1n!�zn(1�z)n�(n)denotes the n-th Legendre type polynomial, usedby F. Beukers [1979] to give another proof of theirrationality of �(3), and by K. Alladi and M. L.Robinson [1980] to compute irrationality measuresof log 2 and �=p3.The polynomials Rn;m;m0 , Hn;m;m0 , and Cn;m aresubfamilies of a more general class of polynomialsPn;m;m0 , de�ned for n 2 N , m;m0 2 Z and n ��min(m;m0;m+m0) by setting Pn;m;m0(z) equal to1(n+m+m0)!�zn+m0(1�z)n+m�(n+m+m0)
= nXj=0(�1)m+j�n+mm+j ��n+m+m0+jn+m+m0 �zj ;We will call this family of approximants generalizedLegendre polynomials, the substitution m = m0 = 0giving the Legendre type polynomials Ln.If we suppose m;m0 2 N , we see thatRn;m;m0 = Pn+m;�m;�m0; Hn;m;m0 = Pn;m;�m0;Cn;m = �n+mm �Pn�m;m;m:The interest of these polynomials is that their con-tent (that is, the greatest common divisor of theircoe�cients) is large. The authors quoted earlierstudied their classes of polynomials only in the case(n;m;m0) = (an0; bn0;�bn0) with a and n0 2 Nand b 2 Z . We generalize their works to the case(n;m;m0) = (an0; bn0; cn0) with a and n0 2 N andb; c 2 Z . Then we completely study the irrational-ity measures of log 2 and �=p3 computable with thepolynomials Pan;bn;cn, and we show the links betweenthe results of [Rukhadze 1987; Dubitskas 1987; Hata1990; Dubitskas 1993; Chudnovsky and Chudnovsky1993; Heimonen et al. 1993; 1994]. In particular, wewill examine the announcement made by the Chud-novskys.Section 2 contains technical results needed to es-tablish irrationality measures, and some propertiesof the polynomials Pan;bn;cn. In Sections 3 and 4, wecompute irrationality measures of log 2 and �=p3respectively. In section 5, we modify slightly thepolynomials Pan;bn;cn and look at the consequencesof this perturbation on the resulting values of irra-tionality measures of log 2.
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2. TECHNICAL LEMMAS

2A. Classical ResultsTo compute irrationality measures of a real numberx we need good approximations of x. More precisely,consider a complex number x, a real number �, andtwo sequences (pn)n2N and (qn)n2N in Z + i�Z . Forn 2 N , set "n = qnx� pn. Also set�� = min�jzj; z 2 Z + i�Z ; z 6= 0	= ( j�j if 0 < j�j < 1,1 if � = 0 or j�j � 1.The study of the asymptotic behaviour of qn and"n allows us to obtain an irrationality measure ofx, thanks to the following two lemmas. The �rstlemma is used to compute an irrationality measureof the numbers log(1� r=s) with r=s 2 Q \ [�1; 1[.
Lemma 2.1. Suppose thatlim supn!+1 1n log jqnj � �; limn!+1 1n log j"nj = �� ;where � and � are positive real numbers . Then 1 +�=� is an e�ective irrationality measure of the realnumber x.
Proof. See [Chudnovsky 1982]. �The following lemma will help us establish an irra-tionality measure of �=p3.
Lemma 2.2 [Hata 1990]. Suppose that qn 6= 0 forevery n � 0 and thatlim supn!+1 1n log jqnj � �;

lim supn!+1 1n log j"nj � ��for some positive real numbers � and � . For a �xedpositive integer M , for n � 0, let Vn � C be the setof the M complex numberspnqn ; pn+1qn+1 ; : : : ; pn+M�1qn+M�1 :Suppose that , for each n � 0, either(i) Vn contains at least two distinct points , or(ii) Vn consists of a single point z0 2 C n Q .Then 1+�=� is an e�ective irrationality measure ofthe real number x.

We now recall briey two results necessary for thecomputation of the constants � and � of the twoprevious lemmas.First, let dn denote the least common multiple off1; 2; : : : ; ng for n 2 N n f0g and �(x) the sumXp primep�x log p:
The prime number theorem giveslimn!+1 log dnn = 1 (2–1)and limx!+1 �(x)x = 1: (2–2)Finally, we recall a basic result of analysis. Forevery complex function integrable on a measurableset X, relative to a positive measure �, we havelimn!+1 1n log ZX jf(x)jn d�(x) = log kfk1;X ; (2–3)where kfk1;X denotes the essential supremum of fover X.
2B. An Arithmetical LemmaWe will now study the content of the polynomialsPn;m;m0 , by generalizing of [Hata 1990, Lemma 2.5].For x a real number, [x] will denote the integer partof x and fxg its fractional part, that is, the realnumber x� [x]. The following result can be seen asa corollary of [Heimonen et al. 1993, Lemma 10].
Lemma 2.3. Let �; �0 be two real numbers such thatmin(�; �0; �+�0) > �1, and let M and M 0 be twosequences of integers such thatn � �min(M(n);M 0(n))andmax�j�n�M(n)j; j�0n�M 0(n)j	 � C�;�0 ;where C�;�0 is a nonnegative constant independentof n. Then there exists a common divisor d�;�0(n)of the coe�cients of Pn;M(n);M 0(n) such thate(�; �0) := ZE(�;�0) dxx2 = limn!+1 1n log d�;�0(n);where E(�; �0) is the open set�x > 0 : 0 < fxg+ f�0xg � 1 < 1� f�xg < fxg	:
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Proof. Let �n = C�;�0�p(2+�+�0)n+ 1. For n largeenough, we have �n < 16 . De�neEn(�; �0) = �x > 0 : 1�min(f�0xg; f�xg)+�n < fxg< 2�2�n�max(f�0xg+f�xg; 1)	;and consider the three sequences (k=�)k2N , (l=�0)l2N ,and (q)q2N . Sort the elements of these sequences ina nondecreasing order, obtaining an increasing se-quence (am)m2N of real numbers. It is clear that thesequence (En(�; �0))n2N is nondecreasing and thatSn2N En(�; �0) = E(�; �0).De�ne Hn as the set of primes p such that p �p(2+�+�0)n+ 1 and n=p 2 En(�; �0). Letd�;�0(n) = Yp2Hn p:We next show that every element p of Hn dividesthe coe�cients of the polynomial Pn;M(n);M 0(n), thatis, for every integer j in the interval [0; n], the primep divides
Q(n; j) := �n+M(n)M(n)+j ��n+M(n)+M 0(n)+jn+M(n)+M 0(n) �:

Let j be such an integer. The p-adic valuation ofQ(n; j) is equal tovp(�) = [�+�]� [�+�]� [���]+ [�+�++�]� [�+�+]; (2–4)where
� = nnpo; � = nM(n)p o;  = nM 0(n)p o; � = n jpo:Since n=p belongs to En(�; �0), the numbers f�n=pgand f�0n=pg are in the interval ]3�n; 1�3�n[. More-over
max�����np � M(n)p ���; ����0np � M 0(n)p ���� � C�;�0p� C�;�0p(2+�+�0)n+ 1 = �n:
Hence, we deduce the inequalities����n�np o� ����� � �n and ����n�0np o� ���� � �n:

It follows that�+ � � nnpo+ n�np o� �n > 1;
�+ � +  � nnpo+ n�np o+ n�0np o+ 2�n < 2;

�+  � nnpo+ n�0np o� �n > 1:Therefore the right-hand side of (2{4) equals�[���] + [�+�++�]� [�+�] � 1;since [�� �] � 0 and �+  > 1.We now study the asymptotic behaviour of d�;�0;n.Let l be a �xed integer, arbitrarily large, and letI = ]a; b[ be any connected component of El(�; �0).The interval I will be a subset of En(�; �0) for everyinteger n � l. If n � (3+�+�0)b2, every prime p inthe interval Jn = ]n=b; n=a[ belongs to Hn: indeed,p2 > n2b2 � (2 + �+ �0)n+ 1and n=p 2 ]a; b[. Hence we obtain the lower boundXp primep2Jn log p � ���na����nb �� log�na��:
Thus we have, thanks to (2{2),lim infn!+1 1n Xp primep2Jn log p � �1a � 1b� = ZI dxx2 ;
which giveslim infn!1 log d�;�0(n)n � ZEl(�;�0) dxx2 :When l tends to in�nity, we getlim infn!1 log d�;�0(n)n � ZE(�;�0) dxx2 :The upper boundlim supn!1 log d�;�0(n)n � ZE(�;�0) dxx2is obtained in a similar way, considering the set H 0nof primes p such that p � p(2+�+�0)n+ 1 andn=p 2 E(�; �0). �
Remark 2.4. The arithmetical gain provided by thislemma is easily seen to be optimal. Indeed, if vp is
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given by (2{4), the condition vp(�) � 1, checked for� = 0 and for � = 1 � �, induces the inequalitiesde�ning the set E(�; �0).
2C. An Algorithm for Computing the Integral e(�,�0)This section describes an algorithm that allows oneto compute RE(�;�0) dx=x2 when � and �0 are rationalnumbers satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 2.3.Let � = b=a and �0 = c=a, with a a positive integerand b; c two integers such that a > �min(b; c; b+c)and abc 6= 0. We have
E� ba; ca� =�x > 0 : 0 < fxg+n caxo�1 < 1�n baxo < fxg�:
Consider the three �nite sequences� ja�j2N \ [0; 1]; � kjbj�k2N \ [0; 1]; � ljcj�l2N \ [0; 1]:
By sorting the elements of these sequences in in-creasing order we get a �nite increasing sequence(�m)m2N ;0�m�M(a;b;c) of real numbers such that �0 =0 and �M(a;b;c) = 1. From it, we build a covering ofR >0 by a sequence of pairwise disjoint open inter-vals. The interest of this construction lies in that theintersection of E (b=a; c=a) with every interval of thecovering is an interval, on which the integration ofthe function x! 1=x2 will be very easy. Write
e� ba; ca� = ZE( ba ; ca) dxx2=Xq2N M(a;b;c)�1Xm=0 ZE(b=a;c=a)\]a(q+�m);a(q+�m+1)[ dxx2 :From the form of the sequence (�m)m2N ;0�m�M(a;b;c)we know that there exist integers j; k and l such that]a�m; a�m+1[= ]j; j+1[ \ iakjbj ; a(k+1)jbj h \ i aljcj ; a(l+1)jcj h:
If we consider a real number x 2 ]a�m; a�m+1[, weknow that x 2 ]j; j+1[,jbja x 2 ]k; k+1[ and jcja x 2 ]l; l+1[ :

We deduce thatfxg = x� [x] = x� [a�m];n baxo = bax� h baxi = bax� inf�[b�m]; [b�m+1]�;n caxo = cax� h caxi = cax� inf�[c�m]; [c�m+1]�:Because x 2 E (b=a; c=a), we have, by de�nition,0 < fxg+ n caxo� 1 < 1� n baxo < fxg:Then the following equivalent inequalities hold:0 < �1 + ca�x� �[a�m] + inf([c�m]; [c�m+1])�� 1< 1� bax+ inf�[b�m]; [b�m+1]�< x� [a�m]:Thus we have x > x1(m), x < x2(m), and x >x3(m), where
x1(m) :=1 + inf�[b�m]; [b�m+1]�+ [a�m]1 + b=a ;
x2(m) :=2 + [a�m] + inf�[b�m]; [b�m+1]�+ inf�[c�m]; [c�m+1]�1 + b=a+ c=a ;
x3(m) :=1 + [a�m] + inf�[c�m]; [c�m+1]�1 + c=a :Now puty1(m) = max�x1(m)a ; x3(m)a ; �m�;

y2(m) = min��m+1; x2(m)a �:From the foregoing discussion and the a-periodicityof the functions considered in the set E (b=a; c=a),it is obvious thatE� ba; ca� \ ]a(q+�m); a(q+�m+1)[= ]a(q+y1(m)); a(q+y2(m))[for every m and q in N , with 0 � m �M(a; b; c)�1.We now computeXq2N ZE(b=a;c=a)\]a(q+�m);a(q+�m+1)[ dxx2 ;
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obtainingXq2N Z a(q+y2(m))a(q+y1(m)) dxx2=Xq2N � 1a(q + y1(m)) � 1a(q + y2(m))�
= 1aXq2N � 1q + y1(m) � 1q + y2(m)�:

Let  denote the digamma function �0=�. Then,for any real numbers �; � with 0 < � < � < 1, wehave Xq2N � 1q+� � 1q+�� =  (�)�  (�); (2–5)

see [Bateman 1953, p. 15], for example. Hence weobtained the explicit formula
e� ba; ca� = 1a M(a;b;c)�1Xm=0 � (y2(m))�  (y1(m))�:

In the case jbj = jcj = 1, we can obtain a morepractical formula, as in [Hata 1990]. In particular,
e�1a; 1a� = log� a+1(a+2)(a+2)=(2a+2)aa=(2a+2)�+ �2a+2(�(a+2)� �(a))ande�1a;�1a� = log�(a+1)(a+1)=(2a)(a�1)(a�1)=(2a)a �

+ �2a(�(a+1)� �(a�1));with �(a) = [a=2]Xr=1 cot�r�a�:As explained in [Hata 1990], we can compute �(a)for some small values of a (Table 1).

2D. Links Between the Contents of the Polynomials Used

by Dubitskas, Hata, Rukhadze and ChudnovskyWe de�ne two transformations !1 and !2 of Z 3 by!1(a; b; c) = (a+b;�b; c);!2(a; b; c) = (a+c; b;�c); (2–6)

for every (a; b; c) 2 Z 3. These transformations gen-erate a group isomorphic to the group D4 = Z =2Z �Z =2Z . Now, we suppose that a 2 N n f0g andb; c 2 Z n f0g are such that a > �min(b; c; b+c),and we put I(a; b; c) = a e� ba; ca� : (2–7)Then:
Lemma 2.5. Let a 2 N nf0g and b; c 2 Z nf0g be suchthat a > �min(b; c; b+c). ThenI(a; b; c)� I(!i(a; b; c)) = log�(a+b)a+b(a+c)a+caa(a+b+c)a+b+c �for i = 1; 2.In particular, if we compose !1 and !2, we getae� ba; ca� = (a+b+c)e�� ba+b+c ;� ca+b+c�:This last relation means that the arithmetical gainobtained from the polynomials proposed by D. V.and G. V. Chudnovsky can be obtained from thoseconsidered by Rukhadze and Dubitskas.
Proof. By de�nition,I(a; b; c) = aZE( ba ; ca) dxx2 :We make the change of variable x = ay. The lastrelation becomesI(a; b; c) = ZF (a;b;c) dyy2with F (a; b; c) given by�y > 0 : 0 < fayg+ fcyg � 1 < 1� fbyg < fayg	:a 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 12�(a) 0 0 1=p3 1 p2 + 2=p5 4=p3 1 + 2p2 4p1 + 2p5 5 + 4=p3

TABLE 1. First values of �.
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First, we study the quantityI(a; b; c)�I(!1(a; b; c)) =ZF (a;b;c)dyy2 �ZF (!1(a;b;c))dyy2 :The conditions for y > 0 to belong to F (a; b; c) canbe rewritten as1 < fayg+ fbyg ;1 < fayg+ fcyg ;1 < fayg+ fbyg+ fcyg < 2:
9>=>; (2–8)

Therefore the conditions for y to be in F (!1(a; b; c))are 1 < f(a+ b)yg+ f�byg ;1 < f(a+ b)yg+ fcyg ;1 < f(a+ b)yg+ f�byg+ fcyg < 2:The �rst of these inequalities implies f�byg 6= 0,and so f�byg = 1 � fbyg. The �rst and third in-equalities then become respectivelyfbyg < f(a+ b)yg (2–9)and f(a+ b)yg � fbyg+ fcyg < 1:We have f(a+b)yg = fayg+fbyg�1 or f(a+b)yg =fayg + fbyg; the �rst case is excluded because of(2{9). Thus the conditions for y > 0 to belong toF (!1(a; b; c)) reduce tofayg+ fbyg < 1;fayg+ fcyg < 1;1 < fayg+ fbyg+ fcyg < 2:Introduce the notationg1(y) = fayg+ fbyg ;g2(y) = fayg+ fcyg ;g3(y) = fayg+ fbyg+ fcyg ;noting that the sets fgi = jg for i = 1; 2; 3 andj = 0; 1; 2 are of measure zero. For E a set, let�E denote the characteristic function of E, and fornotational simplicity write �fPg if E is de�ned bycondition P (that is, E = fPg). ThenZF (a;b;c) dyy2 = Z +10 (�1<g1�1<g2�1<g3<2) (y)dyy2= Z +10 (�1<g1�1<g3<2 � �1<g1�g2<1�1<g3<2) (y)dyy2

andZF (!1(a;b;c)) dyy2 = Z +10 (�g1<1�g2<1�1<g3<2) (y)dyy2= Z +10 (�g2<1�1<g3<2 � �1<g1�g2<1�1<g3<2) (y)dyy2 :It follows thatI(a; b; c)� I(!1(a; b; c))= Z +10 (�1<g1�1<g3<2 � �g2<1�1<g3<2) (y)dyy2 :But �1<g1�1<g3<2 = �1<g1 � �2�g3 ;and also�g2<1�1<g3<2 = �1<g3<2 � �1�g2�1<g3<2= �1<g3<2 � �1�g2 + �2�g3 :Now, for almost all y 2 R +,�1<g1(y) = fayg+ fbyg � f(a+b)yg;�1�g2(y) = fayg+ fcyg � f(a+c)yg;�1<g3<2(y) + 2�2�g3(y) = fayg+ fbyg+ fcyg� f(a+b+c)yg:This givesI(a; b; c)� I(!1(a; b; c))= Z 10 ��1<g1 + �1�g2 � �1<g3<2 � 2�2�g3�(y)dyy2= Z 10 f(a+b)yg+f(a+c)yg�fayg�f(a+b+c)ygy2 dy
= Z 10 f(a+b)yg � (a+b)fygy2 dy

+ Z 10 f(a+c)yg � (a+c)fygy2 dy
� Z 10 fayg � afygy2 dy
� Z 10 f(a+b+c)yg � (a+b+c)fygy2 dy: (2–10)Take k 2 N n f0g. We will compute the integralJk = Z 10 fkyg � kfygy2 dy;by considering the decomposition
Jk =Xq2N k�1Xj=0 Z q+(j+1)=kq+j=k fkyg � kfygy2 dy:
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With the change of variable y = q + (j + �)=k, weobtain
Jk =Xq2N k�1Xj=0 Z 10 �j�q + (j+�)=k�2 d�k

=Xq2N k�1Xj=1 � jq + (j+1)=k � jq + j=k�
= � k�1Xj=1 j� �j + 1k ��  � jk��;the last equality coming from (2{5). Thus, for everyk 2 N n f0g,
Jk = k�1Xj=1  � jk�� (k � 1) (1):

Now we recall a consequence of the Gauss and Leg-endre multiplication formula [Bateman 1953, p. 16].For z 2 C with Re z > 0 and for k 2 N n f0g, wehave  (kz) = 1k k�1Xj=0  �z + jk�+ log k:
If we give z the value 1=k, we obtain Jk = k log k.Returning to the relation (2{10), it now becomesI(a; b; c)� I(!1(a; b; c))= (a+b) log(a+b) + (a+c) log(a+c)� a log a� (a+b+c) log(a+b+c); (2–11)which was the expected result.It remains to prove that this relation is also sat-is�ed if we replace !1 by !2. If a1, b1, c1 are ele-ments of Z satisfying the hypotheses of the lemma,we have F (a1; b1; c1) = F (a1; c1; b1) (see the condi-tions (2{8)), so I(a1; b1; c1) = I(a1; c1; b1) andI(a; b; c)� I(!2(a; b; c)) = I(a; c; b)� I(!1(a; c; b)):We �nish the proof by noticing that the relation(2{11) is symmetric in b and c. �
3. COMPUTATION OF IRRATIONALITY MEASURES OF

log 2We now give the formulas necessary to compute anirrationality measure of log 2. Let us recall that, forn 2 N , the notation Z n[X] refers to the set of the

polynomials with coe�cients in Z and degree � n.We consider, for n 2 N , the polynomial
Fa;b;c;n(X) = 1db=a;c=a(an)Pan;bn;cn(X) 2 Z an[X];

where a is a positive integer and b; c are integerssuch that a > �min(b; c; b+c) and abc 6= 0. In thefollowing, we shall write it Fn(X). Morevover, weintroduce the integers� = max(0; b);  = max(0; c);� = (2b+ c)2 + 8a(a+ b+ c): (3–1)

Recall that dan denotes the l.c.m. of f1; : : : ; ang. Wehave
Jn = Z 10 Fn(x)� Fn(�1)1 + x dx 2 ZdanandJn + Fn(�1) log 2= Z 10 Fn(x)1 + x dx= Z 10 Qn(x)Fn(x) dx

+ (�1)�n2n Z 10 x�n(1�x)nFn(x)1 + x dx;
where

Qn(X) = 1� 2�n(�X)�n(1�X)n1 +X2 12nZ (�+)n�1[X]:
We put, for n 2 N ,qn = 2nd(a+�+)nFn(�1);pn = 2nd(a+�+)n Z 10 Qn(x)Fn(x) dx� 2nd(a+�+)nJn;"n = (�1)�nd(a+�+)n Z 10 x�n(1� x)nFn(x)1 + x dx;
so that "n = qn log 2� pn with pn; qn 2 Z .
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We study the asymptotic behaviour of the se-quence (qn). Let Ct be the circle of radius t centeredat �1. The Cauchy formula givesqn = d(a+�+)n2ndb=a;c=a(an) ICt z(a+c)n(1�z)(a+b)n(z + 1)(a+b+c)n+1 dz2i�= d(a+�+)n2ndb=a;c=a(an)� Z 10 ��1+te2i���(a+c)n �2�te2i���(a+b)n(te2i��)(a+b+c)n d�;for every t > 0. Hencejqnj � d(a+�+)n2ndb=a;c=a(an) t�(a+b+c)n(1+t)(a+c)n(2+t)(a+b)nfor every t > 0. Then, thanks to the equality (2{1)and to Lemma 2.3, it follows thatlim supn!+1 log jqnjn� a+ � + (1 + log 2)� ae� ba; ca�+mint>0 log(t�(a+b+c)(1 + t)a+c(2 + t)a+b)= �a;b;c(log 2):The function de�ned over R n f0;�1;�2g byua;b;c(t) = log� j1+tja+cj2+tja+bjtja+b+c �
reaches its minimum at t0(a; b; c)= �2b+c+p���2a,with � given by (3{1). We haveua;b;c(t0(a; b; c))= �a log(2a) + (a+c) log�2(a+b) + c+p��+ (a+b) log�2(2a+b) + c+p��� (a+b+c) log�2b+ c+p��: (3–2)We call ua;b;c(t0(a; b; c)) the analytic component of�a;b;c(log 2).It remains to study the behaviour of the sequence("n)n2N . If we make (a+b+c)n-fold partial integra-tions, we �nd"n = (�1)�nd(a+�+)ndb=a;c=a(an)((a+b+c)n)! �Z 10 x(a+c)n(1�x)(a+b)n�x�n(1�x)n1+x �(a+b+c)ndx

= 2nd(a+�+)ndb=a;c=a(an) Z 10 x(a+c)n(1�x)(a+b)n(1+x)(a+b+c)n+1 dx;

sincex�n1 + x(1� x)n = (�1)�n2n1 + x � (�1)�n2nQn(x):Equalities (2{1) and (2{3) and Lemma 2.3 yieldlimn!+1 1n log j"nj = a+ � + (1+log 2)� ae� ba; ca�+ max0�x�1 log�xa+c(1� x)a+b(1 + x)a+b+c �= ��a;b;c(log 2):The function de�ned over R n f0; 1;�1g byva;b;c(x) = log� jxja+cj1�xja+bj1+xja+b+c � = ua;b;c(�1� x)reaches its maximum atx0(a; b; c) = p(2a+2b+c)2+4a(a+c)� 2(a+b)� c2a ;and its value at this point isv(x0(a; b; c))= �a log(2a) + (a+c) log��c� 2(a+b) +p��+ (a+b) log�2(2a+b) + c�p��� (a+b+c) log��c� 2b+p��:We know, from Lemma 2.1, that1 + �a;b;c(log 2)�a;b;c(log 2)is an irrationality measure of log 2.
Remark 3.1.The saddle method (see [Dieudonn�e 1968]for instance) allows us to prove that the analyticcomponent in �a;b;c(log 2) is the best possible.
Remark 3.2. The computations that we have justdone can be adapted very easily to the numberslog(1 � r=s) with r 2 N and s 2 Z n f0g such thatr=s 2 [�1; 1[. In particular, it allows one to recoverTheorem 2 of [Heimonen et al. 1993]. Actually, weobtain�a;b;c(log(1� r=s))= a(1 + log jrj) + �(1 + log jsj)+ (1 + log jr�sj)� ae� ba; ca�+mint>0 log�(t+ js=rj)a+c (t+ j1� s=rj)a+bta+b+c �
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and�a;b;c(log(1� r=s))= a(1 + log jrj) + �(1 + log jsj) + (1 + log jr � sj)� ae� ba; ca�+ max0�x�1 log�xa+c(1� x)a+b(x� s=r)a+b+c�:
3A. Links Between the Irrationality Measures of log 2

Given by the Polynomials of Rukhadze, Dubitskas,

Hata and ChudnovskyLet !1 and !2 be as in formulas (2{6). We now showthat every irrationality measure of log 2 obtainedfrom the polynomials of D. V. and G. V. Chud-novsky can also be found using those of Rukhadzeand those of Hata.
Lemma 3.3. Let a 2 N nf0g and b; c 2 Z nf0g be suchthat a > �min(b; c; b+c). Then�!i(a;b;c)(log 2) = �(a;b;c)(log 2)for i = 1; 2.
Proof. We �rst show that�!1(a;b;c)(log 2) = �a;b;c(log 2):Recall that � denotes (c+2b)2 + 8a(a+b+c), whichis invariant under the action of !1. We use (3{2) tocompute minr>0 ua;b;c(r)�minr>0 u!1(a;b;c)(r):ua;b;c(r0(a; b; c))� u!1(a;b;c)(r0(!1(a; b; c)))= �a log(2a) + (a+b) log(2(a+b))+ (a+b) log�2(2a+b)+c+p� �� a log�2(2a+b)+c+p� �+ (a+c) log�2(a+b)+c+p� �+ (a+c) log��2b+c+p� �� (a+b+c) log�2b+c+p� �� (a+b+c) log�2a+ c+p� �= b log 2� a log a+ (a+b) log(a+b)+ b log�2(2a+b)+c+p� �� (a+b+c) log�2(a+b+c)�2(2a+b)+c+p� ��+ (a+c) log�2(a+c)�2(2a+b)+c+p� ��= �a log a+ (a+b) log(a+b)� (a+b+c) log(a+b+c) + (a+c) log(a+c):

Hence, using Lemma 2.5, we deduceua;b;c(r0(a; b; c))� I(a; b; c)= u!1(a;b;c)(r0(!1(a; b; c)))� I(!1(a; b; c));where I(a; b; c) is given by (2{7). Recall that, for anytriple (a; b; c) of integers satisfying the conditions ofthe lemma, we have�a;b;c(log 2) = a+max(0; b) + max(0; c)(1+log 2)�I(a; b; c) + ua;b;c(r0(a; b; c)):It easily follows that�a;b;c(log 2) = �!1(a;b;c)(log 2):We can similarly show that�a;b;c(log 2) = �!1(a;b;c)(log 2):In the same way, we prove�!2(a;b;c)(log 2) = �(a;b;c)(log 2): �
Remark 3.4. Here again, the computations are thesame for the numbers log(1 � r=s) with r 2 N ands 2 Z nf0g such that r=s 2 [�1; 1[. Thus, we obtain�!i(a;b;c)(log(1� r=s)) = �(a;b;c)(log(1� r=s))for i = 1; 2, with a 2 N n f0g and b; c 2 Z n f0gsuch that a > �min(b; c; b + c). Such a result ismentioned in the �nal remark of [Viola 1997], whereone can �nd a simpler approach for getting irra-tionality measures of log(1 � r=s) using the Euler{Pochhammer integral representation of the hyperge-ometric function 2F1, a method inspired by the onedeveloped in [Rhin and Viola 1996].
3B. Figures and ResultsIn the preceding section, we established the formulas�a;b;c(log 2)= a+ � + (1+log 2)� ae� ba; ca�� a log(2a)+ (a+c) log�2(a+b)+c+p� �+ (a+b) log�2(2a+b)+c+p� �� (a+b+c) log�2b+c+p� � (3–3)
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and�a;b;c(log 2)= ae� ba; ca�� a� � � (1+log 2) + a log(2a)� (a+c) log��c�2(a+b)+p� �� (a+b) log�2(2a+b)+c�p� �+ (a+b+c) log��c�2b+p� � (3–4)with a 2 N n f0g and b; c 2 Z such thata > �min(b; c; b+c)and with �,  and � as in (3{1).Using the integration algorithm described in Sec-tion 2C, we can compute explicitly the irrationalitymeasure of log 2 associated to the choice of param-eters (a; b; c) (which choice determines the class ofapproximants of the kind Pn;m;m0 that is going to beused). So, we wrote a program which works underGP, the calculator of the PARI system [Batut et al.1999]. It associates to every suitable triple (a; b; c)an irrationality measure of log 2 computed numer-ically to the desired accuracy. On the other hand,looking at formulas (3{3) and (3{4), it is easy tonotice that�(ka;kb;kc)(log 2) = �(a;b;c)(log 2)

for all a; k 2 N and b; c 2 Z such thata > �min(b; c; b+c):This allows us to restrict our parametrization topairs of rational numbers of the form (a=b; a=c), witha; b; c relatively prime integers. From now on, wewrite �(a;b;c)(log 2) or �a=b;a=c(log 2) interchangeablyto denote the irrationality measure of log 2 associ-ated to the triple (a; b; c).Thanks to Lemma 3.3, we can restrict our studyto the rational points (x; y) = (a=b; a=c) with a; b; c2N nf0g. Inspecting this quadrant of the plane, we no-ticed that the most interesting area was around thepoint (6; 6). Hence we made a more precise study ofthe irrationality measures obtained near this point,sampling on the gridM6;6 consisting of points of theform�6+ j25+ k50 ; 6+ j25� k50�j;k2Z;�25�j�25;�50�k�50:This gave Figure 1 (left), which represents the sur-face interpolating the points(x; y; �x;y(log 2))(x;y)2M6;6 :We can clearly see on this surface a crease, cor-responding to values obtained along the half-linefy = x; x > 0g. Restricting our attention to this�(log 2)4:4
4:3
4:2
4:1
4:0
3:9 a=b87654 a=b161412108642

�(log 2)
4:3
4:2
4:1
4:0
3:9

FIGURE 1. Irrationality measures of log 2 around the triple (a; b; c) = (6; 1; 1). In the three-dimensional plot onthe left, the horizontal coordinates are a=b and (coming out of the plane of the paper) a=c; the height givesthe associated irrationality measure. On the right we restrict attention to the line a=b = a=c =: x, plotting xhorizontally and the associated irrationality measure vertically.
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crease, we obtain Figure 1 (right), a two-dimensionalplot of �x;x(log 2) vs. x sampled at the pointsxj = 2 + j=14000;for 0 � j � 14000. The apparent minimum on thiscurve is reached at a=b = 6.Finally, the best irrationality measures found cor-respond to the choices of parameters (8;�1;�1),(7; 1;�1), (6; 1; 1) and (7;�1; 1). The �rst of thesetriples corresponds to the choice of parameters madeby E. A. Rukhadze [1987]. Hence
�8;�1;�1(log 2) = 1 + log(2�) + �log�� �with � = 2�11(153333125 + 7734633p393);� = 8� ��12 �p2� 2p3�:Numerically,�8;�1;�1(log 2) = 3; 8913997 : : : :The triple (7; 1;�1) considered by Hata [1990] givesthe same irrationality measure, and we also �nd thisvalue if we choose (6; 1; 1) and (7;�1; 1) (which maybe predicted from Lemma 3.3). The choice (6; 1; 1)correspond to the polynomials used by the Chud-novskys, namely

C6n;n(z) = 1n! dndznL6n(z) = �7nn �P6n;n;n(z);where as before Ln is the n-th Legendre type poly-nomial. (In [Chudnovsky and Chudnovsky 1993]it is said that the use of a simple one-dimensionalparametrization and the computation of the con-tent of these polynomials yield an irrationality mea-sure of 3:87 : : : , but we were unable to duplicatethis value using the same methods, which simplyyield the result of Rukhadze and Hata. In fact, Re-marks 2.4 and 3.1 tell us that the arithmetic com-ponent e (b=a; c=a) and the analytic component in�a;b;c(log 2) are optimal. An improvement mightconceivably arise from replacing the l.c.m. d(a+�+)n,introduced to ensure that pn; qn 2 Z , with some-thing smaller; but this is not done in the Chud-novskys' paper in question.)

4. COMPUTATION OF IRRATIONALITY MEASURES OF�/
p

3We use again the class of polynomialsFn(X) = 1db=a;c=a(an)Pan;bn;cn(X) 2 Z an[X]
with a 2 N n f0g and b; c 2 Z n f0g such that a >�min(b; c; b+c).ThenJn = Z 10 Fn(x)� Fn�ei�=3�x� ei�=3 dx 2 1dan (Z + jZ )
where j = e2i�=3; also

Jn + Fn�ei�=3� i�3 = Z 10 Fn(x)x� ei�=3 dx= Z 10 Qn(x)Fn(x) dx+ vn;where we've put
vn = (e�i�=3)�n(1� ei�=3)n Z 10 x�n(1�x)nFn(x)x� ei�=3 dx;

Qn(X) = 1� (�j)(��)nX�n(1�X)nX � ei�=32 (Z + jZ )(�+)n�1[X];with � = max(0; b) and  = max(0; c). Settingqn = ip3 d(a+�+)nFn�ei�=3�;pn = 3 d(a+�+)n�Z 10 Qn(x)Fn(x) dx� Jn� ;"n = 3 d(a+�+)nvn;for n 2 N , we obtain "n = qn�=p3�pn, with pn; qn 2Z + jZ .We now check the asymptotic behaviour of thesequence (qn)n2N . The Cauchy formula gives us
qn = ip3 d(a+�+)ndb=a;c=a(an) IC z(a+c)n(1� z)(a+b)n(z � ei�=3)(a+b+c)n+1 dz2i� ;where C is the unit circle centered at ei�=3. Puttingz = ei�=3(1� e2i�), we have
jqnj � p3 d(a+�+)n2(2a+b+c)ndb=a;c=a(an)� max0�����sin �(a+c)n ���sin�� � �6����(a+b)n� :
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Hence we deducelim supn!+1 log jqnjn � a+ � +  + (2a+b+c) log 2� ae� ba; ca�+ max0���� ga;b;c(�)= �a;b;c��=p3�;the function ga;b;c being de�ned byga;b;c(�) = (a+c) log jsin �j+ (a+b) log ���sin����6���� :On the interval [0; �], the derivative of this functionis cancelled at the points�0(a; b; c) = �12 + 12 arcsin� c�b2(2a+b+c)� (4–1)and �1(a; b; c) = 7�12 � 12 arcsin� c�b2(2a+b+c)� :Indeed, since a > �min(b; c; b+c), we easily see that(c � b)=2(2a+b+c) belongs to ]�1=2; 1=2[. There-fore, the real number arcsin((c � b)=(2a+b+c)) liesin ]��=6; �=6[. From this, we deduce that �0(a; b; c)lies in ]0; �=6[ and �1(a; b; c) in ]�=2; 2�=3[.It remains to study the behaviour of the sequence("n)n2N . We make (a+b+c)n-fold partial integra-tions. We �nd"n = 3d(a+�+)n (e�i�=3)�n(1�ei�=3)ndb=a;c=a(an) Z 10 x(a+c)n(1�x)(a+b)n((a+b+c)n)!� �x�n(1� x)nx� ei�=3 �((a+b+c)n)dx
= 3d(a+�+)ndb=a;c=a(an) Z 10 x(a+c)n(1�x)(a+b)n(x� ei�=3)(a+b+c)n+1 dx;since Qn(x) has degree (�+)n�1 and since �+ �a+ b+ c (recall that a > �min(b; c; b+c)).From this we deduce, replacing the initial inte-gration path by the smallest arc of circle centered inei�=3 joining 0 and 1,limn!+1 1n log j"nj � a+ � +  + (2a+b+c) log 2� ae� ba; ca�+ max0����=6 ga;b;c(�)= ��a;b;c��=p3�:The maximum of ga;b;c on the interval [0; �=6] isreached at �0(a; b; c).We prove, exactly in the same way as in the endof the proof of [Hata 1990, Theorem 4.2], that we

can apply Lemma 2.2. Then we know that 1 +�a;b;c��=p3�=�a;b;c��=p3� is an irrationality mea-sure of �=p3.
Remark 4.1. The saddle method [Dieudonn�e 1968]ensures that the analytic componentsmax0���� ga;b;c(�) and max0����=6 ga;b;c(�)in the upper bounds for lim supn!1 log jqnj=n andlim supn!1 log j"nj=n, respectively, are best possi-ble.
4A. Links Between the Irrationality Measures of �/

p
3

Given by the Polynomials of Rukhadze, Dubitskas,

Hata and ChudnovskyWe now prove a result that will allow us to restrictthe �eld of parameters (a; b; c) to study.
Lemma 4.2. Let a 2 N nf0g and b; c 2 Z nf0g be suchthat a > �min(b; c; b+c). Then�(a;b;c)��=p3� = �!1!2(a;b;c)��=p3�= �(a+b+c;�b;�c)��=p3�:This means in particular that every measure of ir-rationality of �=p3 obtained from the polynomialsof D. V. and G. V. Chudnovsky can also be foundwith those used by Dubitskas.
Proof. We clearly have�0(a+b+c;�b;�c) = �6 � �0(a; b; c);�1(a+b+c;�b;�c) = � + �6 � �1(a; b; c):From this we deducega+b+c;�b;�c(�i(a+b+c;�b;�c)) = ga;b;c(�i(a; b; c))for i = 0; 1. Then the formulas�a;b;c��=p3� = a+ � +  + (2a+b+c) log 2� ae� ba; ca�+ max0���� ga;b;c(�);�a;b;c��=p3� = �a� � �  � (2a+b+c) log 2+ ae� ba; ca�� max0����=6 ga;b;c(�)and Lemma 2.5 give us the equalities�a+b+c;�b;�c��=p3� = �a;b;c��=p3�;�a+b+c;�b;�c��=p3� = �a;b;c��=p3�: �
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4B. Figures and ResultsWe can explicitly compute the irrationality measureof �=p3 associated to a choice of parameters (a; b; c).This involves a simple adaptation of the GP pro-gram written for log 2. The slight di�culty repre-sented by the computation of the integral e(b=a; c=a)has already been dealt with, so we only have to en-ter the formulas giving the maxima of ga;b;c(�) over[0; �] and over [0; �=6]. This program gives an irra-tionality measure of �=p3 computed numerically tothe desired accuracy from the parameters (a; b; c).If we look at the expressions of �a;b;c ��=p3� and�a;b;c ��=p3�, we see that�(ka;kb;kc)��=p3� = �(a;b;c)��=p3�for a; k 2 N and b; c 2 Z with a > �min(b; c; b+c).Together with Lemma 4.2, this allows us to worknot with triples of integers (a; b; c) but with pairsof rational numbers that can be written in the form(a=b; a=c), with a; b 2 N n f0g and c 2 Z n f0g suchthat a > �c and a; b; c relatively prime. Here againwe denote by �(a;b;c) ��=p3� or �a=b;a=c(�=p3) inter-changeably the irrationality measure of �=p3 asso-ciated to the triple (a; b; c).An examination of these two quadrants of theplane suggested that the most interesting areas arearound the points (4; 4) and (5;�5). Thus, we sam-

pled the irrationality measure at the points of thegrid M4;4 around (4; 4) de�ned by�4 + j25 + k50 ; 4 + j25 � k50�j;k2Z;�25�j�25;�50�k�50;and at points in the grid M5;�5 around (5;�5) de-�ned by�5+ j50 + k25 ; �5+ j50 � k25�j;k2Z;�50�j�50;�25�k�25:This yields the left portions of Figures 2 and 3. Hereagain, the best values seem to lie along the half-linesof equations fy = x; x > 0g and fy = �x; x > 0g,respectively.Restricting our attention to these lines, we plotin Figure 2 (right) the value of �x;x(�=p3) versus xsampled at the pointsxj = 2 + j=14000; for 0 � j � 14000;and in Figure 3 (right) we plot �x;�x(�=p3) versusx sampled at the pointsxj = 2 + j=14000; for 1000 � j � 14000:The minima on these curves appear to be at thepoints x = 4 and �5, respectively, corresponding to(a=b; a=c) = (4; 4) and (5;�5).The best irrationality measures that we can �ndare associated to the choices of parameters (5; 1;�1)�(�=p3)8:58:07:57:06:56:05:5 a=b65432 a=b161412108642

�(�=p3)
5:85:75:65:55:45:35:2

FIGURE 2. Irrationality measures of �=p3 around the triple (a; b; c) = (4; 1; 1). The plotting conventions are thesame as in Figure 1.
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and (5;�1; 1). The �rst of these was used by Hata[1990], who obtained the value�5;1;�1��=p3� = 1 + log�1 + �1log�1 � �1 = 5:0874625 : : : ;where �1 = 14(1327 + 231p33);�1 = 6� ��2p33 � 12�:Dubitskas [1987] obtained 5.516 and later [1993]the better value 5.2, using the choice of parameters(6;�1;�1). The best value we can obtain with thistriple is�6;�1;�1 = 1 + log�2 + �2log�2 � �2 = 5:18300789 : : : ;with �2 = 362 + 209p3;�2 = 6� ��2p33 � 12�� log(2�73�355):D. V. and G. V. Chudnovsky [1993] report obtainingthe value 4:96, still considering a simple one-dimen-sional parametrization of the polynomials Pn;m;m (mpositive) and computing the content of these poly-nomials. The best value we were able to �nd withthese restrictions is the one associated to the triple(4,1,1), which according to Lemma 4.2, gives the

same value as the choice of parameters of Dubits-kas. Here also, Remarks 2.4 and 4.1 tell us thatthe arithmetic component e (b=a; c=a) and the ana-lytic components in �a;b;c ��=p3� and �a;b;c ��=p3�are optimal. The only room for improvement wouldlie in replacing the l.c.m. d(a+�+)n by somethingsmaller.Since then, Hata [1993] has obtained by othertechniques the value 4:6016, which stands as thelowest known irrationality measure of �=p3.
5. AN ATTEMPT AT ANALYTIC IMPROVEMENTOne can try to get lower irrationality measures inseveral ways. The �rst would be a sharpening ofLemmas 2.1 and 2.2, whose proofs are very easy. Asecond way would be to get directly the p-adic valu-ation of the numbers pn and qn involved in the goodapproximations "n = qnx� pn instead of computingonly the p-adic valuation of the greatest commondivisor of the numbers�(a+b)nbn+j ��(a+b+c)n+j(a+b+c)n �;for 0 � j � an. Another possibility would be, asalready said, to replace the lowest common multipled(a+�+)n involved in the expression of pn and qnby something smaller. A fourth way is to searchfor new classes of approximants. We worked in this�(�=p3)

7:5
7:0
6:5
6:0
5:5
5:0 a=b76543 a=b16141210864

�(�=p3)5:85:75:65:55:45:35:25:1
FIGURE 3. Irrationality measures of log 2 around the triple (a; b; c) = (5; 1;�1). The conventions are the same asin Figure 1, except that the plane plot is the restriction to the line a=b = �a=c =: x, rather than a=b = a=c.
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direction. In connection with log 2, we consideredthe polynomialsUn;m;m0;s;t(z) = 1(2n+2m+m0)!� �(z(1� z))2n+m(s� tz)m0�(2n+2m+m0);with n;m0 2 N and m; s; t 2 Z such that 2n ��min(m; 2m+m0), which can be written
Un;m;m0;s;t(z) = 2nXk1=0 0Xk2=�min(k1;m0)�(�1)k1+k2+m+m0

� tk2+m0s�k2Cn;m;m0;k1;k2zk1+k2�;whereCn;m;m0;k1;k2= �2n+mk1+m �� m0k2+m0��2n+2m+m0+k1+k22n+2m+m0 �:Putting m0 = 0, we see that this class general-izes the polynomials P2n;m;m. We used it in order toimprove the analytic behaviour of the polynomialsP2n;m;m, i.e., the analytic components which appearin �a;b;c(log 2) and �a;b;c(log 2) (see (3{3) and (3{4)).The role of the factors (s � tz)m0 is to decreasethe size of the minimum of the function involved in�a;b;c(log 2) in order to increase it. As in Section 2,we looked in particular at the asymptotic behaviourof the content of the coe�cients Cn;m;m0;k1;k2 . Weput f(�; �0) := ZF1(�;�0)[F2(�;�0) dxx2 ;whereF1(�; �0) = �x > 0 : fxg < 12 ;1+f�xg < 2fxg+2f�xg < 2�f�0xg	andF2(�; �0) = �x > 0 :2+f�xg < 2fxg+2f�xg < 3�f�0xg	:We obtained�a;b;c;s;t(log 2) = 2a+ (�+)(2+log 2)� af� ba; ca�+minr>0 ua;b;c;s;t(r);where ua;b;c;s;t : R n f0; �1; �2; �js+tj=jtjg ! R isde�ned by
ua;b;c;s;t(r) = log ��(1+r)(2+r)��2a+b ��(js+tj+ jtjr)��cjrj2a+2b+c ;

and��a;b;c;s;t(log 2) = 2a+ �(2+log 2) + c(2+log 2)� af� ba; ca�+ max0�x�1 va;b;c;s;t(x);where va;b;c;s;t : R nf0; 1; �1; s=tg ! R is de�ned by
va;b;c;s;t(x) = log ��x(1�x)��2a+b js�txjcj1+xj2(a+b)+c :Let x0(a; b) denote the point in [0; 1] where thefunction involved in �a;b;c(log 2) reaches its maxi-mum. The pairs of integers (s; t) that we use arethe numerator and the denominator of the conver-gents of the real number x0(a; b). The improvementof the analytic components are then clear for somepairs (s; t) but the results we get are worse thanin the previous situation because of the very badasymptotic behaviour of the content of the num-bers Cn;m;m0;k1;k2 . To illustrate this, consider theclass U3an;an;cn;s;t(X) with a; c; n 2 N and s; t 2 Z .When c = 0, we recover the polynomials P6n;n;n,from which we could establish an irrationality mea-sure numerically equal to 3:8913997 : : : . The valueof x0(3; 1) isp393� 1512 = 0:4020189 : : : :The pairs (s; t) used are the numerator and the de-nominator of the �rst convergents of x0(3; 1). Ta-bles 2{4 list data about irrationality measures ob-tained from the polynomials U3an;an;cn;s;t(X) usingthese pairs (s; t). c=a =s t 10�1 10�2 10�3 10�4 10�51 2 4:4945 3:9656 3:9008 3:8925 3:8915362 5 4:5214 3:9556 3:8985 3:8922 3:89150139 97 5:3634 4:0117 3:9037 3:8926 3:89153480 199 5:6156 4:0258 3:9050 3:8928 3:891547199 495 5:9720 4:0438 3:9067 3:8929 3:891563478 1189 6:3601 4:0613 3:9083 3:8931 3:891756

TABLE 2. Values of �3a;a;c;s;t(log 2), obtained usingthe polynomials U3an;an;cn;s;t(X).
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTThe author is much indebted to Laurent Habsiegerfor many helpful and valuable discussions.
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c=a =s t 10�1 10�2 10�3 10�4 10�51 2 4:4030 4:2465 4:2291 4:2273 4:22712 5 4:4152 4:2582 4:2316 4:2278 4:227239 97 4:1157 4:2276 4:2283 4:2273 4:227180 199 4:0439 4:2204 4:2276 4:2273 4:2271199 495 3:9527 4:0158 4:2267 4:2272 4:2271478 1189 3:8651 4:2025 4:2258 4:2271 4:2271
TABLE 3. Absolute values of the analytic componentof �3a;a;c;s;t(log 2) (that is, max0�x�1 v3a;a;c;s;t(x)=a).The sign of this expression is negative in all cases andhas been omitted for brevity.c=a =1 10�1 10�2 10�3 10�4 10�50:2043 0:3251 0:3739 0:3839 0:3855 0:3857
TABLE 4. Arithmetic component of �3a;a;c;s;t(log 2)(that is, f� 13 ; c=a��a).
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